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Densitywave amplification in hydraulic transport pipelines forms a high risk to operational continuity, as density
waves can lead to systemblockages or centrifugal pumpdrive failures. Recent experimental research, in pipelines
which contain long vertical sections, has shown that densitywaves can amplify at velocities far exceeding the de-
posit limit velocity, previously thought to be a limiting condition for amplification. The typical design methodol-
ogy of hydraulic transport pipelines is based on a steady-state philosophy, which assumes that the mixture
velocity and sediment concentration are constant in time and space. However, these variations can lead to the
amplification of densitywaves. This article discusses the cause of a new type of densitywave amplificationmech-
anism, which is related to slurry dynamics in a pipeline containing vertical sections. This research also presents a
1D Driftflux CFDmodel which models the aforementioned slurry dynamics and can predict density wave ampli-
fication.

© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Density waves in hydraulic transport pipeline are very common,
caused by fluctuating solids influx. These fluctuations are caused by
the nature of the excavation process typically feeding these pipelines,
and by the dredge operators actions. In the 1980's it was discovered
that density waves could amplify while flowing through the pipeline,
when the bulk velocitywas too close to the deposition limit velocity, de-
fined as the threshold velocity at which particles settle out of suspen-
sion and form a deposit in the pipeline. Research by [1–4] laid the
foundation for understanding density wave amplification for horizontal
pipelines, caused by an inverse relationship between sedimentation and
erosion of sand deposits in a pipeline when the pipeline operates close
to the deposit limit velocity. This is referred to the “erosion and sedi-
mentation imbalance”, and as a result high concentration zones of a
slurry erode deposits and low concentration parts form deposits [3,5].
As such, a spatial redistribution occurs with sediment redistributing
from low density parts to high density parts of the flow. Density wave
amplification in horizontal pipelines can be avoided by remaining well
above the deposit limit velocity, preferablywith a safetymargin to com-
pensate for inaccuracies in deposit limit velocity predictive models and
to account for velocity variations due to pipeline-pump dynamics [5].
Recent experimental research into vertical hydraulic transport tech-
nology for deep sea mining [6] showed density wave amplification oc-
curring far above the deposition limit velocity. These experiments,
referred to as the “Freiberg experiments,” were conducted in a closed
loop pipe circuit, containing long vertical sections and some horizontal
pipes to facilitate a centrifugal pump and soil injection and separation
equipment (more details can be found in chapter 3.1). A combined ver-
tical and horizontal loop is designed based upon the deposit limit veloc-
ity of the horizontal pipes, as the minimum design velocity of vertical
pipes is typically lower (which is typically two or thee times the termi-
nal settling velocity of the largest particles [7]). The Freiberg experi-
ments showed density wave amplification in all tests at mixture
velocities significantly above the deposit limit velocity of the horizontal
pipes (sometimes double). The amplification rate seemed to depend on
the particle size, the average volumetric concentration and the mixture
velocity relative to the deposit limit velocity (more details in chapter
3.1). The origins of the mechanism behind amplification was explored
by [5] and was thought to be caused by a different and newmechanism
as opposed to the erosion and sedimentation imbalance. The authors of
[5] hypothesized that amplification can be caused by a reduction of the
particle velocity when particles flow from vertical to horizontal pipes
resulting in an increase in concentration, referred to as “transient accu-
mulation.” This article continueswithwork of [5] and explains transient
accumulation and presents the Freiberg vertical transport experiments
which were subject to this new type of density wave amplification.
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.powtec.2022.117252
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.powtec.2022.117252
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/
www.elsevier.com/locate/powtec


List of symbols
ε Diffusion coefficient [m2/s]
ρf Water density [kg/m3]
ρm Mixture density [kg/m3]
ρs Solids density [kg/m3]
τs Shear stress caused by the solids [Pa]
τf Shear stress caused by the fluid [Pa]
τm Shear stress caused by the mixture [Pa]
τml Shear stress caused by minor losses [Pa]
ω Pipe inclination angle [rad]
μsf Sliding friction factor between a sliding granular bed

and the pipe wall [−]
νf Kinematic viscosity of the fluid [m2/s]
A Cross sectional area [m2]
c Volumetric concentration of solids [−]
cmax Maximum concentration [−]
Cd Drag coefficient [−]
cvd Volumetric delivered concentration of solids [−]
d Particle diameter [m]
dm Mass mean particle diameter [m]
d50 Mass median particle diameter [m]
D Pipe diameter [m]
h Height of a concentration profile in a pipe [m]
f Darcy Weisbach friction factor [−]
ft Sobota & Krill (1992) coefficient [−]
fε Dispersion correction coefficient [−]
fc Pump head reduction factor [−]
F Solids flux [m/s]
g Gravitational constant [m/s2]
j Volumetric flux [m/s]
ks Pipe wall roughness [m]
K Appendage loss factor [−]
Lw Density wave length [m]
m Richardson & Zaki (1954) exponent [−]
n Rotational velocity of a centrifugal pump [−]
N Amount of cells in the numerical domain [−]
Na Amount of appendages in the numerical domain [−]
Rs Slip ratio [−]
Rep Particle Reynolds number [−]
t Time [s]
u ∗ Shear velocity [m/s]
ucrit Critical velocity [m/s]
udl Deposit limit velocity [m/s]
uf Cross section averaged fluid velocity [m/s]
ur Relative velocity between the solids and the fluid [m/s]
us Cross section averaged solids velocity [m/s]
us/m Particle velocity relative to the volumetric mixture

velocity [m/s]
um Cross section averaged mixture velocity based on the

volumetric flow rate [m/s]bum Cross section averaged mixture velocity based on the
mass flow rate [m/s]

vts Terminal settling velocity of a particle [m/s]
p Pressure [Pa]
pman Manometric pressure [Pa]
Qs Volumetrical flow rate of the solids [m3/s]
Qm Volumetrical flow rate of the mixture [m3/s]
Sp Pump pressure gradient source term [Pa/m]
St Stokes number [−]
tf Fluid reaction time [s]
tp Particle reaction time [s]
V Volume of a grid cell [m3]
x Directional axial coordinate [m]
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Amplification through transient accumulation is caused by local particle
velocity differences (as a function of pipe orientation) and interaction
between the centrifugal pump load and changing pipeline resistance
(more details in chapter 2). These interactions are difficult to isolate
and study experimentally, since they occur simultaneously and the in-
teraction is two way. Due to the complex nature of the interaction the
problem is best investigated using transient modeling. Therefore, this
article presents a 1D Driftflux CFD model, which accounts for the
pump-pipeline interaction and particle velocity variations and is capa-
ble of predicting density wave amplification. The 1D model shows
very satisfactory agreement with the Freiberg experiments.

2. Theory - transient accumulation

The mechanism causing density wave amplification at mixture ve-
locities far exceeding the deposit limit velocity, as experienced in the
Freiberg experiments, was first discussed in [5]. It was speculated that
amplification was caused by a velocity difference of particles when
flowing from the horizontal into and vertical parts of the circuit. The
reasoning was based on studying the Freiberg data, observing that den-
sity waves grew faster at lower velocities (but still above the deposit
limit) and at higher concentrations, which increases the spatial particle
velocity difference. The volumetric mixture velocity

um ¼ us⋅cþ uf ⋅ 1−cð Þ ð1Þ

is by its definition spatially constant

∂um

∂x
¼ 0 ð2Þ

With us=the cross section averaged particle velocity, uf=the cross
section averaged fluid velocity and c= the volumetric concentration of
solids. The solids velocity us and fluid velocity uf may change locally, for
instance due to the pipe orientation, or a difference in the local mixture
concentration. Regardless, um remains the same throughout the
pipeline, as um is based on a volume flow balance. The transport of
particles in a pipe can be described with a 1D advection-diffusion equa-
tion [3,5,7]:

∂c
∂t

þ ∂
∂x

us⋅cð Þ ¼ ∂
∂x

ε
∂c
∂x

� �
ð3Þ

Where x= the axial coordinate along the pipe (regardless of orien-
tation) and ε = a diffusion coefficient. As mentioned before, the cross
section averaged particle velocity us can differ locally, as a function of
the local concentration and pipe orientation. Particles travel faster in
vertical pipes, because frictional losses are lower compared to
horizontal pipes. Assuming a temporal steady-state, and the effect of
diffusion is low, Eq. (3) reduces to:

∂
∂x

us⋅cð Þ ¼ 0 ð4Þ

As such, when particles flow from a vertical riser into a horizontal
pipe and the particle velocity decreases, the concentration increases si-
multaneously. The particle velocity in the horizontal pipe can be esti-
mated from the slip ratio Rs [8], which is a commonly used concept by
hydraulic transport researchers, although it is difficult to measure and
therefore data and models are scarce.

Rs ¼ us

um
ð5Þ

For vertical pipes [7] showed that the cross section average particle
velocity us can be modeled well using the hindered settling principle
[9], under the assumptions that the particles are homogeneously
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distributed in the pipe cross-section, which is typically the case at high
concentration (c > 0.03) [10]:

us ¼ um−vts⋅ 1−cð Þm⋅10−d=D ð6Þ

In the Equation above vts=the terminal settling velocity of a particle
and m= the Richardson & Zaki settling exponent (calculated using
[11]). The terminal setting velocity can be calculated using [12].

Fig. 1 shows the ratio of the particle velocity us over the volumetric
mixture velocity um as a function of um at a volumetric concentration
of c = 0.15, for a vertical riser and a horizontal pipe. For the
horizontal pipe the slip ratio model from [13] was used (for more
details see chapter 3.2).

The magnitude of the particle velocity difference between the verti-
cal and horizontal pipes is shown well in Fig. 1. The spatial particle ve-
locity difference is higher at lower mixture velocities. Thus from this
trend, if amplification is indeed caused by a spatial particle velocity
change, one expects that amplification would be more severe at lower
mixture velocities, which was indeed observed in the Freiberg experi-
ments (more details in chapter 3.1).

However, [5] does not manage to explain how a spatial velocity
change actually leads to amplification of density waves. Imagine a verti-
cal riser, followed by a horizontal pipe and another riser. At a constant
mixture velocity, a density wave first flows from the riser into the hor-
izontal pipe. As a results, the particle velocity decreases going from
(1) to (2) in Fig. 1, accompanied by an increase in concentration. Once
the mixture flows out of the horizontal pipe and into the second riser,
themixture velocity increases (from (2) to (1) in Fig. 1) and the concen-
tration recovers. The transient accumulation in the horizontal pipe was
temporary.

However, if the mixture velocity increases when the density wave
flows through the horizontal pipe, the concentration recovers less
when flowing into the second riser, from (3) to (4) in Fig. 1. In other
words, when themixture velocity increases, the spatial particle velocity
change is lesswhen thewave flows out of the horizontal pipe compared
to when the wave flowed into the horizontal pipe. Mathematically, the
absolute value of the spatial velocity gradient when the wave flows
from the first riser (1) into the horizontal pipe (2), is greater than the
gradient when thewave flow out of the horizontal pipe (3) into the sec-
ond riser (4), if the mixture velocity accelerates when the wave was
flowing through the horizontal pipe:
Fig. 1. The cross section averaged particle velocity in a vertical riser and a horizontal pipe,
calculated using Eqs. (24) and (6). D= 150mm, d= 11.2mm, ρs = 2650kg/m3, c= 0.15.

3

∂us

∂x

� �
1,2

�����
�����> ∂us

∂x

� �
3,4

ð7Þ

and

∂c
∂x

� �
1,2

>
∂c
∂x

� �
3,4

�����
����� ð8Þ

if

∂um

∂t

� �
2,3

>0 ð9Þ

Note that the concentration of the wave does not increase when
flowing through the horizontal pipe, because there is no spatial velocity
change (caused by a pipe orientation change) and only a temporal

mixture velocity change (i.e. ∂us∂x ¼ 0).
Concluding, when the mixture accelerates the mixture concentra-

tion does not recover to its original when the wave flow out of the hor-
izontal pipe and the density wave remains amplified. The mixture
velocity increases when the density wave flows into the horizontal
pipe, because a centrifugal pump does not operate at constant flow
rate, and the hydrostatic pressure required to lift the wave in the riser
is lost. As such, the system accelerates while the pump revolutions
remain constant.

3. Methods and materials

3.1. Experiments

In 2017 a vertical hydraulic transport flow loop was constructed in a
vertical mineshaft by a collaboration of Royal IHC and Bergakademie
Freiberg located in Halsbücke, Germany. The goal of this flow loop
was to investigate and validate wall resistance models, particle slip
models, plug formation for vertical hydraulic transport used for deep
sea mining applications. The flow loop, with a 152 mm inner diameter,
consisted of a 121 m vertical descending pipe, a 121 m long riser and
57 m of horizontal pipelines at the top side. The top side pipes were to
facilitate the centrifugal pump and the soil injection and separation
equipment. See Fig. 2 for a schematic overview of the flow loop and
the instrumentation. For more details a reference is made to [6].

The flow loop was instrumented with a magnetic flow meter
(Krohne Optiflux 4000) to measure themixture velocity, a pressure dif-
ferential meter measuring the centrifugal pump manometric pressure
and a u-loop delivered concentration measurement system [14]. The
delivered concentration

cvd ¼ Qs

Qm
ð10Þ

is defined as the ratio of the solids flow rate Qs over the mixture flow
rate Qm [8] and is measured based on differential pressure according
to the technique described in [14]. The corresponding differential
pressure measurement over p1 → p2 and p3 → p4 was placed 7.5m
apart at the bottom of the two vertical pipes, see Fig. 2.

The researchers used sand and gravel with a d50 particle diameter of
600μm and 11.2mm respectively (distribution in Fig. 3) and the
volumetric concentration of sediment was varied as an experimental
parameter, between 0.05 and 0.15. The deposition limit velocity of
these two sediment types was estimated to be ∼2.5m/s and ∼1.5m/s,
for the 600μm sand and 11.2mm gravel respectively. The mean
particle diameter



Fig. 2. A schematic of the flow loop built in Freiberg.
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dm ¼ d10 þ d20 þ . . .þ d90
9

ð11Þ

of the sand and gravel are dm=741μm and dm=12.1mm, respectively.
The experiments were set up to measure the steady state pressure

losses of the mixture. As such, the test started at the highest velocity,
thereafter the velocity was lowered in increments of 0.5m/s every few
minutes. The results of four notable experiments can be viewed in
Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7, showing time traces of themixture velocity, delivered
concentration, pump pressure and pump revolutions. At the start of the
Fig. 3. The particle size distribution of the

4

experiment the systemwas empty, as shown by the concentration time
traces, andwasfilled up to the desired sediment concentration. Each ex-
periment was preceded by a water experiment, whichwere used to de-
terminewall friction coefficients. The relativewall roughness ks

D changed
throughout the course of the experimental program, varying between

4:7⋅10−4≤ ks
D ≤9:5⋅10−4.

The density wave amplification effect is clearly demonstrated in
Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7 and occurred in all conducted experiments. No addi-
tional sediment was added and the systemwas a closed loop, therefore
amplification is in essence amaterial redistribution effect. Also note that
600 μm sand, and the 11.2mm gravel.



Fig. 4. Experiment nr. 1, with sand, dm = 741μm, c = 0.05 − 0.10.
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amplification occurred even when the pump revolutions were constant
over long periods. Also notable is the fact that the mixture velocity at
which amplification took place was well above the deposit limit veloc-
ity, which is a stability criterion to avoid amplification through the ero-
sion and sedimentation imbalance as described in [5]. The threshold
velocity at which the first significant wave was formed (which con-
tinues to grow) is given in Table 1 as uth, which is between 40% and
110% higher than the deposit limit velocity. In addition the wave
length of the density waves was roughly equal to the system length
(the total length of all pipes). Furthermore, the shape of strong
density waves is saw-tooth like (Figs. 4b and 7b) and skewed towards
the front of the wave. The saw-tooth shape is caused by the fact that
at high concentration the cross section averaged particle velocity is
higher than at low concentration [4,5].

Themixture velocity varies in unison with the density waves. This is
a result of theworking principle of a centrifugal pump. Namely, themix-
ture velocity is a result of both the pump revolutions and the resistance
of the pipeline [8]. At constant pump revolutions, the pipeline resistance
continues to change and depends on the position of the density wave in
the pipeline. The pipeline resistance is highest when the density wave
travels up the riser, due to the hydrostatic mixture gradient. And the re-
sistance is lowest when the wave travels down the downgoer and the
5

hydrostatic gradient accelerates the mixture. When the waves flows
out of the riser into the horizontal pipes, the mixture accelerates and
the conditions aremet to initiate amplification through the transient ac-
cumulation mechanism as explained in chapter 2.

The experiment shown in Fig. 4 was initially at an average volumet-
ric delivered concentration cvd = 0.05, and small waves were constant
in amplitude, however once the system was filled further up to cvd =
0.10 the density wave grew with each circulation through the loop,
while the average mixture velocity had not changed significantly
(um ≈ 3.7m/s), but still remained well above the deposit limit velocity
(udl ≈ 2.5m/s). This demonstrates that the concentration influences
the onset of amplification and the amplification rate. This concentration
dependency is further demonstrated in the experiments of Figs. 6 and
7, where 11.2mm gravel was transported at an average volumetric
concentration of 0.05 and 0.15, respectively. The low concentration
experiment was initially stable, until the mixture velocity was reduced
to around um = 2.5m/s and amplification sets on very rapidly, while
still being above the deposit limit velocity udl ≈ 1.5m/s. The high
concentration gravel experiment however (Fig. 7) was unstable from
the start (um ≈ 3.2m/s, uudl ≈ 1.5m/s), regardless of the high velocity,
demonstrating the concentration influence on amplification. Chapter 2
explains how density waves can amplify due to a spatial particle



Fig. 5. Experiment nr. 2, with sand, dm = 741μm, c = 0.07.
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velocity change. The magnitude of the velocity change is a function of
the concentration, being larger at higher concentration. A larger spatial
velocity change therefore leads to a higher amplification, which ex-
plains the concentration dependency amplification.

Figs. 5 and 6 also demonstrate that the average mixture velocity in-
fluences the onset of amplification as both experiments were stable at
high velocity, and amplification started below a certain velocity, even
though themixture velocity was still well above the deposit limit veloc-
ity (∼2.5m/s and ∼1.5m/s, for the 600μm sand and 11.2mm gravel re-
spectively). This can again be explained because at lower mixture
velocities, the spatial velocity change of particles between the horizon-
tal and vertical pipes, is higher than at high velocity. As such the concen-
tration change is also higher at low mixture velocities (see Fig. 1).
3.2. 1D CFD Driftflux model

A 1D CFD Drift-flux model is proposed to study and model the den-
sity wave amplification as witnessed in the Freiberg flow loop. For the
model to predict density wave amplification, the particle velocity
should be a function of pipe orientation (vertical or horizontal) and of
the concentration (see chapter 2). Furthermore, the model should be
pressure driven and the pressure source should be representative of a
6

centrifugal pump, where the pressure is a function of the volumetric
flow rate, particle diameter and concentration. With such a pressure
driven model, the variations in pipeline resistance will lead to mixture
velocity variations.

3.2.1. Model structure
For the 1Dmodel presented below all scalar values are cross section

averaged values. In the Driftflux model a distinction is made between
two types of mixture velocities. The first mixture velocity um is based
on the volumetric flow rate of all phases (Eq. (1)). Another mixture
velocity bum can be defined based on the mass flow rate of the phases
[15]:

bum ¼ uf ⋅
ρf

ρm
⋅ 1−cð Þ þ us

ρs

ρm
⋅c ð12Þ

With ρs=the solids density, ρf=the fluid density phase density and
ρm=mixture density. um is often referred to as the volumetric flux j andbum the Favre average mixture velocity in Drift-flux literature [15,16].
The Drift-flux model is based on a single continuity equation taking
into account all phases [15,16]:



Fig. 6. Experiment nr. 3, with gravel, dm = 12.1mm, c = 0.05.
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∂ρm

∂t
þ ∂
∂x

ρm⋅bum
� � ¼ 0 ð13Þ

The 1D mixture momentum equation is based on the assumption
that the mixture can be modeled as a single fluid with density ρm and
is based on the work of [7,16]. Note that x is the axial coordinate along
the pipeline, whether the pipe is horizontal or vertical.

∂
∂t

ρm⋅bum
� �þ ∂

∂x
ρmbumjbumj
� � ¼ −

∂p
∂x

þ 4τm
D

þ ρmg cos ωð Þ þ . . .

∂
∂x

cρs bum−us
� �2 þ 1−cð Þρf bum−uf

� �2h i
þ Sp

ð14Þ

In Eq. (14), τm= mixture wall shear stress, ω= pipe inclination
angle (ω = 0 ∨ ω = ± π/2), Sp = a pressure gradient source term to
model the pressure added by a centrifugal pump and the second from
last term represents the inertial coupling forces, caused by a velocity
difference between the phases [17–19]. Pipes at different orientation
(currently only vertical or horizontal) can be modeled by specifying
an inclination angle for each grid cell, and as such vertical and
horizontal pipes can be modeled in the same domain and solving a
single momentum equation. In theory any pipe inclination could be
7

modeled with Eq. (14), however certain closure relationships need to
be adapted to be valid for all inclinations (see below). Currently the
closures presented in this work are only for horizontal and vertical
pipes.

The particle transport is modeled using the finite volume method,
which is best to ensure mass continuity. Since with a 1D model, small
mass discontinuities are very noticeable. The finite volume method ac-
cording to [20]:

Z
V

∂c
∂t

dV þ ∮ A F
!
⋅dA

! ¼ 0 ð15Þ

Where c= the volumetric concentration, V= the volume of a finite
volume, F = the solids flux and A = the volume surface. Using the 1D
grid definition shown in Fig. 8, allows us to rewrite Eq. (15) to:

∂c
∂t

þ 1
Δx

∑
faces

F ¼ 0 ð16Þ

With F = the cell face solid fluxes.



Fig. 7. Experiment nr. 4, with gravel, dm = 12.1mm, c = 0.14.
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The cell face solid fluxes are modeled as:

F ¼ us⋅c ð17Þ

Typically themodel is advection dominated, therefore to ensure sta-
bility c is numerically modeled using the van Leer flux limiter [20]. The
particle cross section averaged particle velocity us is modeled as:

us ¼ um þ us=m−
ε
c
⋅
∂c
∂x

ð18Þ

Where us/m is the cross section averaged relative velocity of the
particle with respect to the volumetric mixture velocity um and the
last term Eq. (18) is the diffusion velocity, modeled through the
diffusion coefficient ε (note: us/m is negative if the particle velocity is
lower than the mixture velocity).
Table 1
Parameters of the conducted experiments.

nr. dm[mm] d50[mm] c[−] udl[m/s] uth[m/s]

1 0.741 0.600 0.05–0.10 ∼2.5 ∼3.7
2 0.741 0.600 0.07 ∼2.5 ∼3.5
3 12.1 11.2 0.05 ∼1.5 ∼2.5
4 12.1 11.2 0.14 ∼1.5 ∼3.2

8

3.2.2. Closure relationships
The 1D Driftfluxmodel as presented above requires relationships for

the wall shear stress τm, the relative particle velocity us/m and the
diffusion coefficient ε. The wall shear stress of the mixture is the sum
of the wall shear stress caused by the fluid τf, by the solids τs and
minor losses τml from system components like bends and flanges:

τm ¼ τf þ τs þ τml ð19Þ
Fig. 8. The grid definition of the 1D Drift-flux model.
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The fluid shear stress is calculated using the Darcy-Weisbach equa-
tion:

τf ¼
f
8
ρf u

2
m ð20Þ

With f = Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, ρf the fluid density. Minor
losses are to account for losses from appendages (bends, flanges and
valves). The minor losses are in practice local losses, but in the solver
are distributed over the entire domain, to avoid and excess amount of
large pressure gradients, and associated numerical stability issues.

τml ¼
1
N

∑
Na−1

i¼0
Ki

D
8
ρm,iu

2
m,i ð21Þ

With Ki= the appendage loss coefficient,N= the amount of cells in
the 1D domain, Na = the amount of appendages, ρm,i = the local
mixture density at the appendage and um,i = the local mixture
velocity. The solids shear stress for sand can be modeled with the
equivalent liquid model concept for sufficiently high mixture
velocities [8]. For sand and horizontal pipes the wall friction is
calculated as:

τs ¼ f
8

ρm−ρf

� �
u2
m ð22Þ

With ρm = mixture density and ρf = the fluid density. This wall
sheer stress model is valid for sand slurries at high velocities (um > >
udl), which is valid when applying this model for the Freiberg
experiments. However, for more general cases (other than this
research) keep in mind that a wall resistance model might be needed
which is better suited at mixture velocities close to the deposit limit
velocity, such as wall resistance models for heterogeneous slurries
[21]. For the gravel slurries the wall friction is significantly higher
compared to sand slurries, as the sediment is transported in a sliding
bed layer. Therefore we recommend to use the sliding bed correlation
used by [22–24]. For gravel and horizontal pipes the wall friction is
calculated as:

τs ¼ μsf
D
4
g ρm−ρf

� �
ð23Þ

With μsf = the mechanical friction factor between the sliding gravel
bed and the pipe wall (μsf ≈ 0.4), D = the pipe diameter, g = the
gravitational constant. This sliding bed wall friction model can be
improved by applying more advanced stationary two-layer models for
sliding bed flow [8,25], however these are iterative in nature. Further-
more, these iterative models were found to be difficult to implement
in within this numerical framework, due to instabilities in the two-
layer model results and vastly increased calculation times. The focus of
this research was on developing the 1D model framework, therefore
we use a less accurate, but easier to use empirical model (Eq. (23)).
For vertical pipes Eq. (22) is applied to model the wall friction, which
is valid for vertical flows if the distribution of particles in the pipe
cross section is homogeneous and mechanical stresses due to particle-
wall contact is low.

The relative velocity us/m models the velocity difference between
the solids and the mixture. Empirical slurry transport research
focuses mostly on wall friction losses, yet some measurements and
relationships of the slip ratio (Eq. (5)) have been made during the
past decades. The state of the art are physical stationary two-layer
models [8,25], but again these models require iterative computation.
As part of this research the empirical correlation of [13] was found to
be a good alternative to simulate both sand and gravel slurries in hori-
zontal pipes, as this model was calibrated for both sand and gravel
flows. The relative velocity is calculated from the slip ratio as:
9

us=m ¼ um Rs−1ð Þ ð24Þ

In the Equation above Rs is modeled according to [13]:

Rs ¼ 1−f t ⋅ 1−
c

cmax

� �2:16

⋅
ucrit

um

� �1:7

ð25Þ

In which cmax = the maximum concentration of the sediment (cmax

≈ 0.6) and ucrit=the critical velocity. [13] does not provide a definition
of ucrit, however in slurry transport research ucrit and udl typically
describe a similar threshold velocity, the transition between particles
in suspension and particle settling out of suspension (ucrit ≈ udl). The
empirical constant ft was provided by [13] as a graph as a function of
log(Rep). The Reynold particle number

Re p ¼ d⋅vts
νf

ð26Þ

is a function of the particle diameter d, the terminal settling velocity vts
and the fluid viscosity νf. ft can be approximated using:

f t ¼ 0:1464⋅100:6031⋅ log Re pð Þ if log Re p
� �

<1
0:7858⋅ tanh 0:7986⋅ log Re p

� �	 

if log Re p

� �
≥1

(
ð27Þ

The particle velocity in the vertical pipes is modeled according to
Eq. (6).

The diffusion coefficient ε is modeled using Taylor dispersion [26]:

εTaylor ¼ 10:1⋅
D
2
⋅

ffiffiffiffiffi
τf
ρf

s
ð28Þ

With D = pipe diameter, τf = the fluid wall friction and ρf = the
fluid density. In [7,27] it was found that large particles experience
reduced axial dispersion due to their higher inertia, and are therefore
affected less by turbulent hydrodynamic forces. Amodification to Taylor
dispersion was proposed by [7], as a function of the Stokes number St:

ε ¼ εTaylor⋅f ε ð29Þ

f ε ¼ 1−
2
3
⋅St if 0<St≤1:5

0 if St>1:5

8<: ð30Þ

The Stokes number is used to judge howwell a particle is able to fol-
low changes in the fluid velocity field and is a ratio of the particle reac-
tion time tp over the fluid reaction time tf.

St ¼ tp
tf

ð31Þ

If St<< 1 particle follows the fluid well and if St>> 1 particles de-
tach from the flow. A suggestedmethod to compute the Stokes number
of large particles is given by [7,27]:

St ¼
4⋅ ρs−ρf

� �
⋅d⋅um

3⋅ρf ⋅D⋅vts⋅CD
ð32Þ

With ρs=particle density and CD=the drag coefficient of a particle.

3.2.3. Implementation of a centrifugal pump
The centrifugal pump pressure is implemented in the momentum

equation through the pressure gradient source term Sp. The source
term can be applied in one grid cell, adding a pressure gradient
representative of the pressure provided by the centrifugal pump. This
method also supports multiple pump pressure sources along the
domain, to simulate a multi-pump pipeline.
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Sp ¼ Δpman

Δx
ð33Þ

In the Equation above pman=themanometric pressure added by the
centrifugal pump, and Δx = the grid cell width. The manometric
pressure of the pump is a function of the pump flow rate, this
relationship is provided by the pump diagram. Fig. 9 gives the pump
diagram of the pump used in the Freiberg flow loop, and was
determined by measurement.

The input of the 1D Driftflux is the rotational velocity of the pump.
The pump curve of Fig. 9 is scaled to the desired rotational velocity ac-
cording to the following affinity laws [8]:

Qn

Q0
¼ n

n0
ð34Þ

pman,n

pman,0
¼ n

n0

� �2

ð35Þ

In the above Qn and pman,n are the flow rate and the manometric
pressure of the centrifugal pump at revolutions n, respectively. Q0 and
pman,0 are the respective flow rate and manometric pressure at
reference revolution n0 = 24.66Hz, see Fig. 9.

The pressure of the pump increases proportionally with the local
mixture density. However, this increase reduces slightly due to addi-
tional frictional losses caused by the particles. The pumphead reduction
factors of Stepanoff [28] are applied to correct for these additional losses
as shown in the Equation below.

pman,m

pman,f
¼ ρm

ρf
f c ð36Þ

With pman,m = the pump manometric pressure at mixture density
ρm and pman,f = the pump pressure at the fluid density ρf, and fc = the
Stepanoff head reduction factor.

f c ¼ 1−cvd 0:8þ 0:6⋅ log dð Þ½ � ð37Þ

In the Equation above cvd is the delivered concentration and d the
particle diameter (d in [mm]).

3.2.4. Numerical implementation
The 1D Driftfluxmodel of this research is an in-house research code

and closely follows the discretization and solving techniques as de-
scribed by [7,16]. Summarized: The momentum equation (Eq. (14))
was discretized on a staggered mesh. The Adams-Bashfort two time in-
tegration scheme [20]was applied to calculate an intermediatemomen-
tum, to allow for the large pressure gradients caused by the centrifugal
pump source term (Sp is applied in a single cell, resulting in a large
pressure gradient). The results thus far obtained were used together
with the fractional step method, giving a Pressure Poisson equation,
which is solved using the Thomas algorithm. The momentum of the
Fig. 9. The pump curve (for water) of the 150 mm centrifugal dredge pum
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new time step is computed from the newly acquired pressure field,
which also allows for computation of the mass based mixture velocitybum on the new time step.

From the updated mass based mixture velocity bum, the volumetric
mixture velocity um is updated, which is required to solve the
transport equation. Firstly the relative velocity ur is computed, which
is the difference between the velocity of the solids andfluid phases [15]:

ur ¼
us=m

1−c
ð38Þ

The relative velocity is a function of the volumetric concentration c
and of the solids velocity relative to the volumetric mixture velocity
us/m (Eq. (24)), which is the closure relationship as explained earlier
and can be measured experimentally in laboratory circuits. The
volumetric mixture velocity um is computed as [15]:

um ¼ bum þ 1−cð Þ⋅c⋅ρf−ρs

ρm
ur ð39Þ

The solids velocity us and the fluid velocity uf are computed as
follows [15]:

us ¼ um þ c⋅ur ð40Þ

uf ¼ um− 1−cð Þ⋅ur ð41Þ

With um known, the transport equation can solved using the finite
volume method combined with the van Leer flux limiter for stability,
as the transport equation is typically advection dominated.

4. Results

The interplay between spatial particle velocity, centrifugal pump
load and mixture velocity changes can quickly become very complex
and is difficult to investigate experimentally. The 1D Driftflux model
presented in this research has the ability to simulate these effects, and
investigate the magnitude of the influence of the aforementioned pro-
cesses on density wave amplification, and therefore validate the hy-
pothesis of transient accumulation.

The results of simulationsusing the1DDriftfluxmodel are presented
in Figs. 10, 11, 12 and 13. These figures compare themeasured and sim-
ulated time traces of the volumetricmixture velocity, the delivered con-
centration and the pump manometric pressure.

4.1. Determination of model parameters

The closure relationships require two parameters, the wall rough-
ness ks (for the wall friction model) and the critical velocity ucrit (for
the horizontal relative particle velocity model). All other parameters,
such as particle diameter, pipe diameter, particle density, pump
characteristics, etc. are known and can directly be applied. The initial
conditions of the simulations were determined from the concentration
p used in the Freiberg experiments, at a rotational velocity of 24.66Hz.



Fig. 10. Simulation of the Freiberg experiment nr. 1. Blue: data, red: simulation. Sand, dm = 741μm, c = 0.05− 0.10.
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data, i.e. the first wave in the data was matched with a sinusoidal wave
with a mean concentration c and an amplitude c′, see Table 2. The first
simulated wave is typically the first wave after the system was filled
with sediment up to the desired concentration.

The wall roughness ks was determined from the experimental data
using a steady state analysis. The experimentally measured pump
pressure equals the total resistance losses of the pipe circuit, under
steady-state conditions. Therefore, water experiments proceeding
each mixture experiment were used to determine the wall roughness
for the entire system (excluding minor losses), the results are shown
in Table 2. Minor losses calculated based on the amount of bends, valves
andflanges in the circuit, resulting in a total ofΣK=2.81. The solids fric-
tional losses weremodeled as described in chapter 3.2. In case of gravel,
the mechanical friction factor between the sliding bed and pipe wall
was chosen to be μsf = 0.4, a typical value [23].

The modeled pump pressure was compared to the predicted pump
pressure also using a steady-state analysis. The pump diagram in Fig. 9
was measured accurately in a laboratory in the past, and the particle
correction by [28] was found to work very well.
11
The value of ucrit (≈udl) influences the relative particle velocity
model us/m in the horizontal pipes and therefore influences the
simulated amplification rate. Since the relative velocity model for
horizontal pipes is not exactly determined for this system and a model
from literature is used, some inconstancy between the data and the
simulations was experienced when using the values of the estimated
deposit limit velocity for ucrit (1.5m/s and 2.5m/s for sand and gravel,
respectively). Therefore, the chosen value for ucrit was varied slightly
to attain a better agreement with the data. The resulting values of ucrit
used for each experiment are given in Table 2.

To judge how sensitive the results are to inaccuracies in the horizon-
tal relative velocity model, the value of ucrit is varied +/ − 10% in the
simulation of experiment 1, see Fig. 14. Fig. 14 shows that the
amplification rate is indeed influenced slightly, however amplification
is still predicted. Amplification ceases when choosing ucrit = 1.6m/s
(−30%), and for a ucrit = 2.7m/s(+17%) the simulation cannot be
completed, because the minimum concentration of the density wave
drops below zero. The effect of the variations of ucrit on the actual
value of the relative velocity us/m is given in Table 3. From this we can



Fig. 11. Simulation of the Freiberg experiment nr. 2. Blue: data, red: simulation. S and, dm = 741μm, c = 0.07.
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conclude that to attain representative results in case of experiment 1, in
the sense that the model predicts amplification and can finish the
simulation, the accuracy of the relative velocity model should be
within at least a +/ − 15% bandwidth.

4.2. Comparison of the simulation with data

The pump revolutions data of the experiments was used as input for
the simulations, togetherwith the initial conditions of the concentration
wave. From that point on everything is simulated. Somenotablefine de-
tails are simulated, like the saw-tooth shape of waves (Figs. 10b, 13b
and 14b), caused by the fact that the particle velocity is modeled as a
function on the concentration [5]. Furthermore, tiny kinks in the con-
centration and pump pressure time traces, as seen in Fig. 10 between
1000 and 1200s, can also be seen in the simulations (caused by rapid
pump revolutions changes). The simulation of Fig. 12 is very notable,
as the system in this experiment could be considered stable up 1050s,
even after lowering the mixture velocity several times. However, be-
yond 1050s a strong density wave sets on rapidly, because the mixture
velocity drops below a threshold where the particle velocity difference
12
between the horizontal and vertical pipes becomes very large. This
behavior is also simulated very well.

All simulation show an apparent phase shift when comparing the
simulations with the data. This is a difference in wave velocity between
the data and the simulation. The wave length equals the system length,
therefore a slight discrepancy in particle or mixture velocity results in a
phase shift as time proceeds. Mixture velocity deviations can be caused
by pump pressure or pipe resistance mismatches between the data
and simulations. These mismatches could be explained by under-
performing resistance or relative velocity models, however also keep
inmind thatmany deviations can originate from the experiments. Espe-
cially because the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor is based on the water
experiment preceding themixture experiments, and thewall roughness
could change if for instance the pipe erodes during mixture experi-
ments. This also explains the variation in measured wall roughness be-
tween the water experiments (see Table 2). In other words the wall
roughness changed between experiments, and the water experiment
preceding the mixture experiment is not exactly representative of
the wall roughness during the mixture experiment. Another cause of
mismatches between the data and simulations could come from the



Fig. 12. Simulation of the Freiberg experiment nr. 3. Blue: data, red: simulation. Gravel, dm = 12.1mm, c = 0.05.
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delivered concentration measurement with the u-loopmeasuring prin-
ciple, which is known to suffer from inaccuracies (+/− 10%), especially
for coarse sediments [14]. This data serve as input for themodel, as such
any discrepancies will results in deviations. The wave lengths could be
matched better with manual tweaking of the wall friction factor ks,
however this was deliberately not done, to demonstrate that the
resulting wave amplification rates are not very sensitive to the
aforementioned variations. In the view of the authors the phase lag
discrepancy is not an issue, since the 1D model still predicts the
amplification rate well.

5. Discussion

The density wave amplification mechanism as witnessed in the
Freiberg experiments is new in the sense that amplification can occur
at mixture velocities far exceeding the deposit limit velocity, as ex-
plained by [5]. However, [5] does not fully explain the transient accu-
mulation mechanism. This article continues this work and provides a
13
hypothesis and relates the mechanism to a spatial particle velocity
change with a simultaneous temporal mixture velocity change. The
mixture velocity change can also be attributed to the density wave as
the mixture accelerates when the wave leaves the vertical riser, which
is in its turn caused by the fact that the centrifugal pump does not
have a constant operating point. This interaction together with the spa-
tial particle velocity change is modeled with the 1D Driftflux model,
and because this model simulates density wave amplification very
well, we consider this as proof in support of the transient accumulation
hypothesis.

Whether amplification occurs can now be simulated with the 1D
Driftflux model. The model can be used to answer some interesting
questions. Would amplification occur without the presence of the hori-
zontal pipes? Does the pump position influence amplification. Can am-
plification be avoided with flow feedback control? Can amplification be
avoided by bettermatching the particle velocity between the horizontal
and vertical pipes, by decreasing the diameter of the horizontal pipes. A
future study will be dedicated towards these questions.



Fig. 13. Simulation of the Freiberg experiment nr. 4. Blue: data, red: simulation. Gravel, dm = 12.1mm, c = 0.14.
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The Freiberg flow loopwas a closed loop system,while dredging and
deep sea mining pipelines are open systems. In the Freiberg loop the
wave could amplify during each passing through the loop, which is
not possible in an open system. However, the Freiberg data also shows
that once thewave is already severe, the growth in one circulation is sig-
nificant. Therefore, if a strong wave already exists in an open pipeline
system, it can amplifywhenflowingout of a vertical pipe into a horizon-
tal pipe. This can only occur when the system accelerates significantly
(see chapter 2), moreover if the vertical pipe is long relative to the hor-
izontal pipe. If a system contains multiple pipe orientation changes,
Table 2
For the initial conditions, and ks and ucrit for the simulations.

Exp. # dm[mm] c −½ � c′[−] ks
D −½ � ucrit[m/s] μsf[−] cmax[−]

1 0.741 0.10 0.016 5.1 ⋅ 10−4 2.3 – 0.60
2 0.741 0.067 0.0020 7.9 ⋅ 10−4 2.2 – 0.60
3 12.1 0.052 0.038 4.7 ⋅ 10−4 1.8 0.40 0.60
4 12.1 0.14 0.050 9.5 ⋅ 10−4 2.2 0.40 0.60
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amplification could potentially occur at each transition. To what extent,
and how severely transient accumulation affects an open system pipe-
line requires a more detailed study.

The 1DDriftfluxmodel is a transientmodel, but closure relationships
for the particle velocity us are based on experimental data of laboratory
circulating flow loops and attained under steady-state conditions. On
top of this, us and c are cross section area averaged values in the 1D
model, while in fact a vertical concentration distribution is present in
horizontal pipes, caused by settling of the particles. Therefore we ask
the question, to what extent is the 1D transient model valid?

In [29] it was found that the steady-state vertical concentration dis-
tribution can be estimated using the integrated transient equations of
the vertical sediment velocity (in a horizontal pipe). This suggests that
these are stable, and anyperturbationwill lead to a steady-state concen-
tration profile. How quickly this steady-state concentration profile de-
velops was studied in [30] using a numerical analysis. A perturbed
concentration profile was found to find its steady state solution within
several hydraulic time unit h

u∗, with h= height of the profile and u ∗=
the shear velocity. Concluding, when a concentration profile is subject



Fig. 14. Sensitivity demonstration of the experiment 1 simulation. Blue: data, red: simulation. Sand, dm = 741μm, c = 0.05 − 0.10.
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to changes of c and us that occur in a time scale several times larger than
the hydraulic time unit, then the concentration profile can be
considered as fully developed. Thus we can state that any empirical
model of us/m, even when attained in the presence of density waves, is
considered a valid model when the conditions as explained above are
met. As such, this validity condition also defines the validity of the 1D
model. A time scale for a density wave can be estimated from the
wave length and the average velocity. For the 1D model to be valid
the density wave time scale should far exceed the hydraulic time scale.

Lw
um

>>
D
u∗ ð42Þ

With D= pipe diameter, u ∗= shear velocity, Lw= density wave
length and um= the average mixture velocity. The density waves
studied in this research have wave lengths equal to the system length,
which was also experienced in [4]. Furthermore, in an open system
pipeline the wave lengths are several hundreds of meters [1,3,5].
Considering the long wave lengths of these types of density waves,
the validity criterion described by Eq. (42) is easily met and therefore
the 1D model can be used to model these types of density waves.
Table 3
The results of the sensitivity analysis of the horizontal relative velocity model. Given are
the average values of us/m in the simulation of experiment 1, as a function of ucrit. Values
are calculated at c = 0.1 and um = 3.5m/s.

ucrit [m/s] ucrit
ucrit,0

−½ � us/m[m/s] us=m

us=m,0
−½ � Note

2.3 0% 0.93 0% Reference, used in Fig. 10
2.5 +10% 1.07 +15% Used in Fig. 14a
2.1 −10% 0.80 −14% Used in Fig. 14b
2.7 +17% 1.22 +31% Simulation stopped c < 0
1.6 −30% 0.51 −45% No amplification, but damping
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6. Conclusion

The densitywave amplificationmechanism studied in this article oc-
curs for mixture velocities far above the deposit limit velocity, and can
be attributed to the transient accumulation mechanism. Transients ac-
cumulation is a complex interaction between spatial particle velocity
changes (due to pipe orientation), and global mixture velocity varia-
tions due to the changing centrifugal pump load caused by density
wave flowing from vertical pipes into horizontal pipes. The proposed
1D Driftflux model accounts for these effects, and is shown to be able
to predict density wave amplification to great satisfactory. Since the
1DDriftfluxmodel predicts density wave amplification so well, we con-
sider this as further proof for the existence of a previously unknown
density wave amplification mechanism. In addition the model also
showed that it predicts fine details, such as the saw-tooth shape of the
wave, the wave length and the systems response due to rapid pump
revolution changes.

The accuracy of the closure relationships used in the 1D Driftflux
model has been explored in this article. Resistance models and the
pump related models do not effect the predictive capabilities signifi-
cantly, however the particle velocity models do. The state of the art in
predicting particle velocities in horizontal flows are currently iterative
two layer models [25]. The focus of this research was on the develop-
ment of the 1D model framework, therefore a non-iterative less ad-
vanced empirical model was applied. Interesting follow up work
would be to implement the two-layermodels, to improve the predictive
capabilities of the 1D transient model.

Because transient accumulation occurs at mixture velocities far
above the deposit limit velocity, the conventional steady-state design
method is flawed for designing systems with relatively long vertical
pipes combined with horizontal pipes transporting coarse materials,
for instance for deep sea mining applications. It is therefore recom-
mended to extend the steady-state design method with a transient
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densitywave analysis using 1DDriftfluxmodeling. Futureworkwill aim
at understanding which configurations of vertical and horizontal pipe-
lines show amplification, how amplification occurs in open systems
and preventive measures to avoid amplification.
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